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Abstract 

 
It is well known that the endomorphism monoid of an arbitrary dependence 

alphabet is regular. In this short note, we will give an algebraic characterization 
of ER-reduced dependence alphabets, i.e., dependence alphabets are ER-reduced 
if and only if their endomorphism monoids are groups. 

 
Introduction 

 
During the past years, monoids of endomorphisms of graphs were 

investigated (Knauer, 1990; Knauer & Nieporte, 1989). In (Knauer & Nieporte, 
1989), the authors proved that such a monoid is regular for a finite undirected 
graph without multiple edges. Roughly speaking, a dependence alphabet is a 
finite undirected graph with a loop on each node. The importance of this kind of 
graphs is their intrinsic relation with the theory of traces. The latter has led to 
interesting problems and significant results in quite diverse areas that include 
formal language theory, combinatorics, graph theory, algebra, logic, and the 
theory of concurrent systems. For details, please refer to (Diekert & Rozenberg, 
1995) and its extensive bibliography. In (Ehrenfaucht & Rozenberg, 1987), the 
authors have studied dependence alphabets and have obtained some important 
results. The objective of this paper is to investigate the structures of the 
endomorphism monoids of dependence alphabets. 
 

Preliminaries 
 

In this section we briefly sketch the notation and preliminaries we will use 
throughout this paper. 

For an arbitrary set X , )(Xω denotes its cardinality 

and }|),{( XxxxX ∈=ι ; ∅ denotes the empty set. For sets X andY , 
YX \ denotes their difference. If Σ  is a partition of a set X and Xx∈ , then 

Σ][x denotes the class of Σ  containing .x  Let α  be a mapping from set X  to 
set ,Y  then )Im(α  denotes the image of .α  

A directed graph is specified in the form ),( EVG =  where, ≠V  ∅ is a 
finite set of nodes of G  and VVE ×⊆  is the set of edges of the graph. We 
also use )(GV and )(GE  to denote V and ,E  respectively. Ordered pairs of 
nodes denote edges of a directed graph .G  A directed graph G is called 
symmetric if and only if )(),( GEuv ∈  whenever )(),( GEvu ∈  for all 
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).(, GVvu ∈ A symmetric graph is also called an undirected graph. We say 

that a graph G  is reflexive if and only if ).()( GEGV ∈ι  
 
Definition 2.1 A dependence alphabet is a symmetric and reflexive graph. 
 
Note that, in any dependence alphabet ,G an edge is denoted by the unordered 
pair },{ vu  whenever Gvu ∈, . 

Let ),( EVG = be a dependence alphabet. The subgraph induced by a 
nonempty subset of nodes VU ⊆ is the graph ).)(,()( UUGEUUG ×∩=  
Clearly, )(UG  is still a dependence alphabet. A dependence alphabet 

))(),(( GEGVG =  is discrete if .)( )(GVGE ι= G  is complete if 

.)( VVGE ×=  A complete subgraph of G  is called a clique. 
 
Definition 2.2 A nonempty subset )(GVU ⊆  in a dependence alphabet G is 
called a clan if for all Uvu ∈,  and each ,\)( UGVw∈ )(},{ GEuw ∈  if 
and only if ).(},{ GEvw ∈   
 

Let G  and H  be dependence alphabets. A mapping 
)()(: HVGV →α is a homomorphism from G  to H  if, )(},{ GEvu ∈  if 

and only if )()}(),({ HEvu ∈αα  for all ).(, GVvu ∈  α  is an 
isomorphism if and only if α  is a one-one correspondence. We use 

),( HGHom  and ),( HGIsom  to denote the set of all homomorphisms and 
all isomorphisms from G to (onto) ,H  respectively. We denote 

),()( GGHomGEnd =  and ).,()( GGIsomGAut =  Clearly, if 

),( HGIsom∈α  then α  is a bijection and its inverse 1−α  is an 
isomorphism from H  to .G  It is well known, for any dependence alphabet, 

)(GEnd  is a monoid while )(GAut  is a group with respect to the 
composition of mappings. 

Let G be a dependence alphabet. The similarity relation of ,G  denoted by 

,σsim  is the binary relation on )(GV  such that for all ),(, GVvu ∈  

u σsim v  if and only if },{ vu  is a clan of .G  By [(Ehrenfaucht & Rozenberg, 

1987); Theorem 1.1] σsim  is an equivalence relation on ).(GV  The set of all 

equivalence classes of σsim  is denoted by .Σ  It is not difficult to show that 

Σ][vG  is either a discrete subgraph or a clique. 
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Let G  be a dependence alphabet and let Σ~  be a partition of )(GV and 

)~,~(~ EG Σ=  satisfies the conditions: (1) If Σ][v  is a clique then ,][][ ~ ΣΣ = vv  

(2) If Σ][v  is a discrete subgraph then },{][ ~ vv =Σ  and (3) For all Σ∈~~,~ vu , 

Evu ~}~,~{ ∈  if and only if there exists an ux ~∈ and vy ~∈ such that 

).(},{ GEyx ∈  Then, G~ is a dependence alphabet. Therefore, the following 
concept is well defined: 
 
Definition 2.3 A dependence alphabet G  is called Ehrenfeucht-Rozenberg 

Reduced, or ER-Reduced, if and only if .~GG =  
 

The Structure of )(GEnd for ER-Reduced Dependence Alphabets 
 

The key result of this section provides an algebraic characterization of ER-
reduced dependence alphabet by means of its homomorphism monoid, namely, a 
dependence alphabet is ER-reduced if and only if G  is unretractive, i.e., 

).()( GAutGEnd = To prove this main result, we need several lemmas. 
 
Lemma 3.1 [(Ehrenfaucht & Rozenberg, 1987); Lemma 1.3] Let G  be a 
dependence alphabet and let 1U and 2U be disjoint clans of .G  Then, for all 

111, Uvu ∈  and all ,, 222 Uvu ∈ )(},{ 21 GEvu ∈  if and only if 

).(},{ 12 GEvu ∈  
 

A clan U of G is called complete if )(UG is a clique. 
 
Lemma 3.2 Let G  and H  be dependence alphabets and let 

),,( HGHom∈α  then )(1 K−α is a complete clan of G  for each complete 
clan K  of .H  
 
Proof We first prove that )(1 K−α is a clan of .G  Indeed, if 

)(, 1 Kvu −∈α and ),(\)( 1 KGVw −∈ α  then )()(),( HVvu ∈αα and 
.\)()( KHVw ∈α  We deduce that 

)()}(),({)()}(),({)(},{ HEvwHEuwGEuw ∈⇔∈⇔∈ αααα ⇔  

).(},{ GEvw ∈  That is to say, )(1 K−α  is a clan. Next, we show that 

))(( 1 KG −α is a clique. In fact, for all ),(, 1 Kvu −∈α  we have 
.)(),( Kvu ∈αα  Since K  is a clique of ,H  we know that )(KH  is 
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complete. This means that )),((},{ KHEvu ∈  or 
)()}(),({ HEvu ∈αα which, in turn, implies that )(},{ GEvu ∈  since, α  

is a homomorphism. Therefore, ))).(((},{ 1 KGEvu −∈ α  
 

Because each singleton in a dependence alphabet is a complete clan, we 
have the following 
 
Corollary 3.3 Let G  and H  be dependence alphabets and let α  be an 
homomorphism from G  to ,H  then )(1 v−α  is a complete clan of G  for each 

).(HVv∈  
 

Let G and H  be dependence alphabets and ),,( HGHom∈α we denote 
 

≠∈=Ξ −− )(:)(|)({ 11 kHVkk ααα ∅}. 
 
Clearly, αΞ is a partition of )(GV  to complete clans. This situation holds also 
for the other way around: 
 
Lemma 3.4 Let G  be a dependence alphabet and Ξ  be a partition of )(GV  to 
complete clans. Defining a mapping Ξ→)(: GVα  such that 

Ξ= ][)( uuα for all ).(GVu∈  Then )~,( GGHom∈α  is an epimorphism, 

where, )~,(~ EG Ξ=  and E~  is specified in the manner that for all 

,, 21 Ξ∈ξξ E~},{ 21 ∈ξξ if and only if there exist nodes u  and v  of G such 

that 21, ξξ ∈∈ vu  and ).(},{ GEvu ∈  
 
Remark 3.5 According to Lemma 3.2, if Ξ⊆Λ  is a complete clan of G~  then 
 

ΞΛ∈Ξ
= ][][ uK uU  

 
is a complete clan of .G  Therefore, Examples 2.2 and 2.3 in (Ehrenfaucht & 
Rozenberg 1987) do not stand up to a closer examination. 
 

By Definition 2.3, we know that Σ~  is a partition of )(GV  into complete 
clans. Moreover, the following maximal property holds: 
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Lemma 3.6 [(Ehrenfaucht & Rozenberg, 1987); Lemma 2.7] Let G  be a 

dependence alphabet. Then Σ~  is a maximal partition of G into complete clans. 
That is to say, if Π  is an arbitrary partition of )(GV  into complete clans, then 

Π  is a refinement of .~Σ  
 
Lemma 3.7 Let G  be a dependence alphabet, then the mapping 

)(~: GV→Σβ  defined by ii vv =Σ )]([ ~β  is a monomorphism from G~  to 

,G  where, }{ iv is an arbitrary but fixed set of representatives of the partition 

.~Σ  
 
Proof  By definition of ,~Σ  Evv ji

~}][,]{[ ~~ ∈ΣΣ  if and only if there exist 

Σ∈ ~][ ivu  and Σ∈ ~][ jvv  such that ).(},{ GEvu ∈  If ,ji ≠  by assumption, 

we have .][][ ~~ ΣΣ ≠ ji vv  By Lemma 3.1, we have )(},{ GEvu ∈  if and only if 

).(},{ GEvv ji ∈  This is equivalent to, Evv ji
~}][,]{[ ~~ ∈ΣΣ  if and only if 

).(},{ GEvv ji ∈  Therefore, β  is a homomorphism. According to Lemmas 

3.2 and 3.6, β is one-to-one. 
 

Now, we are ready to prove our main result. 
 
Theorem 3.8 A dependence alphabet G  is ER-reduced if and only if 

).()( GAutGEnd =  
 
Proof If G  is ER-reduced, i.e., ),(~ GV=Σ then ).()( GAutGEnd =  
Assume that )()( GAutGEnd ≠ then there exists a 

).(\)( GAutGEnd∈α  By the finiteness of ),(GV α  must not be one-to-

one. Hence, there exists )(GVv∈ such that .1)( 1 >−αω  According to 

Corollary 3.3, )(1 v−α  is a complete clan. Thus, 

)}(\)(|}{{)}({ 11 vGVuuv −− ∈ αα U  is a partition of )(GV  into complete 
clans, which contradicts to the maximal property of .Σ  

On the other hand, let G  be an arbitrary dependence alphabet that satisfies 
the condition ),()( GAutGEnd =  then G  is ER-reduced. In fact, assume 

that ,~GG ≠  then based on Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7, there is an epimorphism 
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GG ~: →α and a monomorphism .~: GG →β  Clearly, the composition 
),(\)( GAutGEnd∈αβ o  a contradiction. 

 
Examples 3.9 (1) Each discrete dependence alphabet G is ER-reduced. As a 
matter of fact, ,)()( nSGAutGEnd == the symmetric group of degree 

)).(( GVn ω=  
(2) A complete dependence alphabet G is ER-reduced only if it is a 

singleton. Indeed, ,)( nTGEnd =  the transformation monoid of degree 

)).(( GVn ω=  
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